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Abstract

The start-up tests performed with the Arkansas Nuclear One-
Unit Two (ANO-2) plant provided an opportunity for studying the
va l i d i t y of certain integral systems codes. In par t icu lar , the
turbine t r i p from 9S.2 percent f u l l power test was investigated
with the RELAP5/MOD1 (cycle 13) code. A detailed plant model was
developed and used to understand the test data reported by EPRI.
A series of parametric calculations were performed due to the lack
of certain crucial data in the test reports. The early depres-
surization portion of the transient was reproduced; however, the
resultant repressurization was not well represented due to uncer-
ta in ty in the data and plant response. As a resul t of these
computations and detailed analyses of the test data considerable
insight was drawn as to the best way to perform and gather data
from such integral systems tests for use in code ver i f ica t ion
studies.
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Several plant tests were conducted during the power ascension of Arkansas

Nuclear One-Unit 2 (ANO-2). The part icular tests performed included a turbine

t r i p from 98.2 percent power leve l , a four-pump loss of flow from 81 percent

power level and two control element assembly drop tests from approximately 49

percent power level . The purpose of these transient tests was to obtain high

quality integral plant data from an operating pressurized water reactor (PWR)

for use in the qual i f icat ion of reactor system transient analysis codes. A

RELAP5/M0D1 (Cycle 18i1 computer code [developed by EG&G, Idaho for the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)] simulation of the turbine t r i p from 98
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percent power level was performed for use in vendor code qual i f icat ion

studies. Documentation of the results as well as discussions of the app l i -

cab i l i t y of the calculations and the test data to code ver i f i ca t ion e f for ts

are found in two ANL r e p o r t s . ^ Documentation of the test series, including

reduced data, is provided in two EPRI reports. ' 5

The ANO-2 plant is a Combustion Engineering (CE) PWR nuclear steam supply

system (NSSS) with four primary coolant cold legs and pur.ps, two primary

coolant hot legs and two U-tube steam generators. The reactor core consists

of 177 assemblies with an active length of 150 inches. The rated thermal

output of the reactor is 2815 megawatts with a resultant net electr ical output

of 912 megawatts. The primary system is designed to operate at 2250 psia

nominal pressure and a f u l l power core mass flow rate of -120 x 10 lbm/hr at

an average coolant temperature of 579°F. During fu l l power operation the

secondary system maintains approximately 900 psia pressure.

The RELAP5 code is intended to provide an economic and user-convenient

code for best estimate analyses of postulated l i gh t water reactor (LWR) loss-

of-coolant accidents (LOCA) and non-LOCA transients. I t is a one-dimensional,

fast running system analysis code based on a non-homogeneous, nonequilibrium

hydrodynanic model. The MODI version includes component process models for

pipes, annul i , branches, abrupt flow area changes, choked flows, pumps, check

valves, motor valves, servo valves, plant t r i p s , control systems, steam separ-

ators, heat structures of several geometries and nuclear reactor core ncu-

t ronics. Since the Three Mile Island-Unit 2 (TMI-2) accident, emphasis in LWR

safety investigation has shifted from large break LOCAs to s.nall break LOCAs

and operational transients. This sh i f t necessitated some changes in code

development. In par t icu lar , reactor k inet ics , s t ra t i f i ed flows, secondary

system components and control systems now play s igni f icant roles in system

dynamic behavior and nust be modeled. The RELAP5 code addresses these model-

ing areas.

This paper concentrates on comparisons of calculated RELAP5/M001 (Cy>:le

18) results with the ANO-2 test data and attendant possible needs for -'inproved

simulation capabi l i t ies. I t also focuses on potential improvements in in te -

gral plant, data acquisit ion to increase the l ikel ihood of meaningful compari-



sons between the calcultions and the test data. The AMO-2 plant response to
the turbine trip test forms the focus of this study. This test was selected
because it resulted in an unplanned sequence of events that broadly affected
the plant process systems and their controls. The pressurizer spray valve
stuck open at some undetermined flow area, and an atmospheric dump valve
remained stuck fully open* Thus, although the plant remained always in a safe
condition, this transient potentially provided an unusual set of data against
which the fidelity of a NSSS simulation by RELAP5/MOD1 along with certain
vendor analysis codes might be judged.

The nodal diagram of the RELAP5 model used in the study is presented in
Figure 1. The original model was prepared at EG&G, Idaho and therefore makes
use of EG&G's RELAP5 standardized nodalization requirements, e.g., six nodes
in the steam generator secondary side below the separator and six voltimes in
the reactor core. This detailed model of the ANO-2 plant includes all four
cold legs and pumps, both hot legs and all significant heat structures on the
primary side. Additionally, the pressurizer spray flow lines are modeled from
their cold leg take-offs and the main steam lines are modeled from the steam
generator outlets to the turbine. The resultant input model contains 21b
volumes, 221 junctions, 171 heat slabs having 937 mesh points, 63 control
variables and a large number of general tables and trips. A somewhat reduced
version of the model was also developed to observe the effects of some of the
lesser important heat structures as well as the necessity for inclusion of
certain features such as the pressurizer sprays and heaters and the detailed
modeling of the main steam lines to the turbine.

The turbine trip test was performed with several atmospheric dump and
secondary side safety valves unavailable. Consequently, the plant responded
asymmetrically early in the transient but in a symmetric fashion later accord-
ing to the data. The presence of a cross-connect line between the two steam
lines was thus indicated. This was modeled by ''sharing" certain dump valves
between steam lines (the cross-connect not appearing in "as built" drawings
available at CE, could not be modeled precisely, but its effect could be so
included). Secondary side valves were sized for several design pressures and
parametrically studied. In this regard, we point out that Tiost "design"
values of such valves are simply guarantees of at least so much flow at a



prescribed pressure.. Therefore, matching the design flow may not in fact

enable the analyst to match the actual transient with his calculations.

Further real plant operation flow information is necessary to improve the

understanding of the test.

The steady state initial conditions listed in reference 4 were matched
reasonably well (data for steady state were inconsistent to a degree). During
the transient the primary side flowrates and pump action (they were all
tripped off at about 200 s into the transient) and secondary side feedwater
flowrates were controlled to match data. However, total lack of information
on the auxiliary feedwater flowrate and inlet enthalpy as well as take-off
flows to drive turbine pumps for AFW and MFW also required certain oarametric
variations to be performed -- especially at extended times in the transient
calculation.

As a result of these multitudinous variations in the calculations per-
formed ANL concludes that the RELAP5 code can be made to perform a relatively
close approximation to the AfJO-2 turbine trio test. An example of a cold leg
temperature trace can be compared to the corresponding test data in Figures 2
and 3, However, this may be largely due to the lack of constraining test
data. Inability to completely model the repressurization phase seems likely
due to certain code assumptions as well as a lack of certainty in plant data
and plant response. Due to the lack of certain significant data ANL concluded
that the £N0-2 series of start-up tests were not appropriate for use in code
verification. Additionally, unless specially instrumented, the use of most
real plants for such integral tests may be futile.
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Fig. 2. ANO-2 Turbine Trip Test Cold Leg Temperature from Data
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Goveivnent. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


